Her bestselling verse has unerringly captured our follies and our foibles over the decades. Now Judith Viorst, in a witty and beautifully illustrated book of poems, looks at what its like to be (gulp) fifty. Judith Viorst's poetry collections, which include When Did I Stop Being Twenty..., Its Hard to Be Hip Over Thirty..., and How Did I Get to Be Forty..., have articulated our growing pains from single life to midlife, and have continued to delight millions of readers worldwide. Writing with the warmth and authenticity that have become her trademarks, Viorst once again demonstrates her uncanny ability to transform our daily realities into poems that make us laugh with recognition. Whether her subject is the decline of the body (Its hard to be devil-may-care/When there are pleats in your derrière) or future aspirations (Before I go, Id like to have high cheekbones./Id like to talk less like New Jersey, and more like Claire Bloom), she always speaks directly to our condition. Her funny, compassionate poems shed a reassuring light on the fine art of aging, and will delight anyone who is now (or forever) fifty.

My Personal Review:
Judith Viorst has produced a poetry book every decade since she did thirty, and is now up to seventy! The poems are about relationships with family and friends. Many are humorous, many are touching, and all very readable. She really hits home with her lines, and the reader can relate with no trouble at all.

She also writes children's books and has written a mystery full of wonderful characters! All three genres are exceedingly good.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Forever Fifty by Judith Viorst - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!